
A bouquet of all things pretty in makeup 
that caters to everyone, no matter the age. 

 



Brand Story
Galit Strugano-Wigdor / Founder & CEO

A lover of beauty and all that glitters, Galit, found herself
frustrated by the mess that the, available then, glitter eye
products mode while applying them to her eyes. Determined to
find a solution, a new kind of sparkle was lit in Galit's eyes.

The concept was as simple and sophisticated as

With a budget of only $1,800, Galit scoured the yellow pages
and found a chemist who helped her conceptualize and invent
her signature long lasting base and easy to-use fine sparkles.

The glitter craze ignited and in 2000, girlactik was born. 

Now, 20 years later.... the girlactik brand is a go to for many who love
feminine, effortless makeup and want to stay true to their beauty and
who they are. The brand has evolved to a bouquet of luxury beauty
must-haves that are not WANTS but NEEDS. No matter what age you
are…. the girlactik brand is about feeling pretty, feminine, happy and
just being yourself. 

"sparkle that actually stays put!"



Get Social
@girlactik

@girlactik

@girlactik

@girlactik

@girlactikcosmetics@girlactikgirl



Beauty Influencers
Just some of the girlactik babes who talk girlactik on social....

Veronika Dash
@veronikadash

Jessica Giselle
@jessicagiselle_

Elena
@thestairlady

Tamanna Roashan
@dressyourface

Sarah Stage
@sarahstage

Mary Boyadzhyan
@mehreemakeup

Lital
@litaljulia

Kim Lee
@kimless

Riya
@retouchbyriya

Ourfa Zinali
@oufazinali



Beauty Influencers
Just some of the girlactik babes who talk girlactik on social....

Kilenny K
@kilennyk

Alma Rivera
@almariverabeauty

Arooj
@beautybyarooj

Jessica Hinkson
@kandjdiaries

Jesi V
@makeupbyjesi

Angelica Torres
@candylover89

Kathleen Lights
@kathleenlights

Melissa Hurkman
@melissa.hurkman



Collaborations

Shannon De Lima Ali Landry Tamanna Roashan

Jessica Southern +Melissa Hurkman Riya Nevils Kim Lee



Not too many cosmetics of the some brand work well  together even though
they'r e marketed as such. Women hove grown accustomed to buying a

lipstick or a lip gloss from one brand, eye shadows or blushes from another
while using a foundation from a different brand for one reason or another... 

 
Girlactik sets the bar to another level by creating beauty 

must-haves that work together to compliment any skin tone in one brand. 
 

Our founders secret..... she develops must-haves that she 
would wont for herself and knows many others would wont and 

need it too. She explains... " I can relate to a lot of women 
out there if they're moms, career women whatever it may be...

we all wont makeup that's effortless, performs, lasts and looks 
good. It's about achieving that glow, the glossy lip, luminous 

skin, the cot wing eye where it's easy for you and empowering."
 

Why is different.

It’s simply effortless and being the best version of yourself.



The reviews are in...
Our girlacitk babes can't get enough of these products



Metallic Shadow Sticks

Metallic Sparkle Eye

Lash Play Duo Mascara

Precise Eyeliner Marker

Long Wear Gel Liner

Smudge Eraser Stick

Soft Powder Brow Pencil

Loose Sparkles

Eyes



Metallic Shadow Sticks
This creamy eye shadow stick delivers effortless application and

high-definition with long-lasting color and No Fallout. Long-wearing

and crease-resistant, the color glides seamlessly onto lids and blends

out easily. Worn alone or combined with pressed shadows, the shadow

sticks can highlight and create smokey eye looks. Our new shade in

Riches has a cooling effect that's oh so cool when applying.

$20.00

Beauty Tips:
1) These shadow sticks can also be used as a shadow primer for
pressed powder shadows. 

2) Dab our signature loose sparkles on top for sparkling eyelids.

7 NEW! Matte and Shimmering Shades -  Coming Soon

Built in 
Sharpener



Metallic Eye Sparkle
Velvety and easily blend-able this metallic creme shadow formula creates a

high reflex sparkling finish that's easy to apply, blends easily and wears all

day. Apply any of these shades on your eyelid and blend with a synthetic

brush or your finger for an easy to wear, sparkling metallic shadow that dries

down. Did we mention it's light weight and you don't need to worry about

the sparkle traveling... It stays put with no fall out.

$20.00

Love

Sexy

Sexy

Drama

Shimmer

Love

Glam

Chic

Cleopatra



Lash Play Duo Mascara
These duo mascara wands work in two ways creating your best

lashes ever. Apply the lengthening, a slim mascara wand that

covers your lashes from root to tip defining your lashes and

lengthening. Apply the detailing skinny wand to add umph to your

upper and lower lashes with no flakiness or clumps. You’ll also love

the faint rosewater scent for a pleasant application

$22.00

Beauty Tip:
For the detailing side wand, our founder recommends bending the
wand a little at an angle for an effortless application.



Precise Marker Liner
Favored by many with a Star beauty award behind it, the Precise

Marker Liner was designed to create a thin or thick cat winged

liner. The tip is soft and precise with a weightless, long lasting,

smudge proof formula.

$20.00

Beauty Tip:
Just wearing the Precise Marker Liner on it's own gives such a
pop to your eye, you'll have all the drama you need. 



Long-Wear Gel Liner
Tried and tested..... this liner is the one! Make a bold statement

with this Long-Wear Gel Eyeliner that’s creamy yet firm, waterproof

and a true matte black. It delivers instant payoff and glides on

effortlessly. Line your eyes easily on your upper and lower lash line

for a pop of black that adds drama to your eyes. 

Warning: You’ll be addicted to this one. 

$19.00

P.S. There’s a sharpener on the bottom.



Smudge Eraser Stick

With just an invisible clear chubby pencil, smudginess can be

wiped away in seconds. Apply the Smudge Eraser Stick as liner

where ever you have smeared liner or mascara. Then, take a

cotton swab and wipe away. Voila! The Smudge Eraser Stick

makes it so easy to remove any mascara marks or eyeliner

smudge. No concealer, no tissue, no sponges, no wipes, just the

Smudge Eraser Stick and a cotton swab. Use this pencil to also

perfect your cat winged liner. This product is a total problem

solver and something every girl needs!

$17.00

THE ULTIMATE BEAUTY HACK



Soft Powder Brow Pencil
Transform shapeless, undefined brows with just a few strokes of a

brow pencil that effortlessly brings symmetry to your brows and

your entire face. This custom rich soft powder formula makes

adding detailed definition to your brows easy and natural.

$19.00

Beauty Tip:
1) Apply any of the pencils to your lower lash line for a soft
smokey liner

2) Apply two shades together to create an ombre brow



Loose Sparkles
Get your eye sparkle on and shine. These fine sparkles will instantly amp

up your eye makeup and can be worn over the Metallic Shadow Sticks.

$13.00

Beauty Tip:
1) Apply the sparkles over complimenting metallic shadow stick colors for a duo
chrome sparkling shadow 

2)For a sparkle liner, apply the metallic shadow stick as a liner and then dab on
sparkles with a liner brush, creating a glam eyeliner. 

3) If you get sparkles on your lashes, apply black mascara and that will coat your
lashes black. 

https://girlactik.myshopify.com/products/metallic-shadow-stick


Jello Gloss Balm

Rose Petal Oil Gloss

Glossy Lip Liner

3-in-1 Lip Sparkle Balm

Matte Lip Paints

Lip Pearl Glossers

Gloss Amour

Lips



Jello Gloss Balm®
The Girlactik Jello Gloss Balm® Glossiest is the Original and a dream to

apply with a pink lemonade scent.  Your lips will feel moisturized, hydrated

and glossy like no other balm.

The balm is infused with: Vitamin E | Avocado Oil | Aloe Vera | Glycine Soja

$18.00



Rose Oil Petal Gloss

$20.00

Fall in love with our long-wearing lip gloss that is infused with natural dried

rose petals and a blend of Argan oil, Raspberry Seed oil, Vitamin e and

Jojoba oil.  Did we mention this gloss isn’t sticky and the perfect go-to

formula for a glassy finish? These Ingredients are enriched with moisture-

boosting protective ingredients to nourish and repair your lips. 

Argan Oil nourishes instantly & promotes the healing of dry, cracked lips.

Raspberry Seed Oil offers moisturizing, occlusive, anti-inflammatory &

antioxidant benefits for skin.

Jojoba Oil forms a protective barrier over dry or chapped lips to lock in

moisture & leave them feeling soft & smooth.

Vitamin E promotes cell turnover & regeneration. Applying it on dry lips

brings new cells to the surface faster.



Glossy Lip Liner

$19.00

So easy and effortless, pucker your lips up with our Glossy Lip Liners that are

creamy and glossy with a lustrous shine.

Directions:  Apply the lip liner to your lips as a frame. Then, blend the lip liner

toward your lips rather than away to create fuller looking lips. Lastly, apply

any gloss on top to get a gorgeous pout.

Delilah

Lotus

Stella



3-in-1 Lip Sparkle Balm

$17.00

This 3-in-1 Lip Sparkle Balm is a pencil used to apply underneath a lip gloss, as

a topper over your liquid lipstick, or the Lip Sparkle by itself. Twinkle is a pink

sparkle, Periwinkle is a violet sparkle, and Flirty is a bronze sparkle. Use our

Double Pencil Sharpener to keep this product at its sharpest.

https://girlactik.myshopify.com/products/double-pencil-sharpener


Long Wear Matte Lip Paint

$23.00

A color-rich creamy formula that's weightless on the lips and delivers long-

lasting coverage that's transfer proof with no cracking or bleeding. Known

as one of the "Original Liquid Lipsticks and BEST selling formula", this richly

pigmented lip paint will dry down within one minute to a beautiful non-

drying matte color.

BEST
Selling

Formula



Lip Pearl Glossers

$20.00

You can never go wrong with a gloss that sparkles and shines your pout to

be at its best! It's the richest of sparkling pearls, that feels naked on your lips

and nourishes a glossy sparkling pout.

Diamond
& Glow

Glamorous
& Lustrous



Gloss Amour

$21.00

There’s a reason why this gloss is called Gloss Amour. It’s because it’ll be

love at first site. Packed with Jojoba Oil, Goji Berry, Sunflower Seed Oil and

Vitamin E, you’ll be crushing over this one. These rich ingredients will nourish

your lips making them feel soft, hydrated and wanting more. 

Available in clear and 
clear with hint of sparkle.



Skin Glow Duo

Cheeky Tint & Glow Duo

Dewy Skin Gloss

Face Glow

Luminous Face Veil

Glow On-The-Go

Glow Prep

Dewy Rose Petal Mist

Cranberry Sugar Scrub

Cheeks & Glow



Skin Glow Duo
This one-of-a-kind formula is infused with crushed pearls. It blends beautifully

with your skin and illuminates a fresh glow. Unlike most cream formulas, the

Skin Glow applies seamlessly with no cakey-ness and dries down to a long

wearing perfect glow.

$26.00

Beauty Tip:
1) Apply the velvety Skin Glow, by first blending the
cream highlight and then dabbing the glow with your
middle finger lightly on top for a beautiful glowing
complexion. Create an ombre effect with both duo
colors or wear them singly.

Moonlight Sunkissed Sunset



Cheeky Tint & Glow Duo
Glowy cheeks just got easier!! These duos are perfectly

paired with a natural-flush cheek tint and a gorgeous glow

that has a faint rosewater scent.  This complexion-

enhancing color will show off the perfect blush on-the-glow!!

Formulated without: Parabens, sulfates, and is both vegan

& cruelty-free. Enhanced with: Vitamin E for a boost of

antioxidants and skin conditioning

$24.00

La Beaute L'Amour La Vie



Dewy Skin Gloss Duo
Instantly glow with a wet pearlescent gloss that illuminates your skin with a

dewy radiance. This super smooth non-sticky, lightweight formula is hydrating

and provides the perfect dewyness to your skin.

How to get a Dewy Glass Skin in just seconds

A perfect hydrating pearlescent duo balm that gives a glass-like effect to

your skin.

Best applied dabbing your middle and ring fingers together on your upper

cheekbones. Finish the dewy look by, applying the gloss down the bridge

of your nose, Cupid’s bow and above your brow arch with your ring finger. 

Apply the Dewy Skin Gloss on bare skin or as a topper over creams and

powders for an added dewy glass-glow. 

$26.00



Face Glow
A velvety glow highlight that has light diffusing pearls that

melts into your skin for a healthy radiant glow. Apply this

powder lightly above the cheekbones, on the bridge of the

nose, under the eyebrows, and on the Cupid’s bow for a

natural-looking radiance.

$25.00

Natural Lustre BronzeGoldie



Luminous Face Veil
A radiant crushed pearl powder that lights up your complexion with a

etheral glow that is perfectly alluring on the skin.

$25.00

Beauty Tips:
1) Wear it alone over bare skin or over your
foundation for a radiant, pearl glow. 

2) Use the Face Veil also as a blush topper, by
applying a matte blush and lightly dusting the Veil on
top for a natural looking glowy blush that just
enhances your blush color and glows.

FEATURED IN



Glow On-The-Go
Glow On-The-Go is that magical beauty wand that is easy-to-use and

mess free. It’s a multi-use stick that brightens your skin with a silky glow that is

instant and effortless. A couple swipes, blend, and you’re ready to go.

Apply Jet Setter on your cheekbones, down the bridge of your nose, inner

corners of your eyes, below your eyebrow bone, and your Cupid’s bow.

$21.00

Jet Setter



Glow Prep
Effortless and easy to use, this formula is magical and one glow you'll love.

GLOW Prep is a glow in seconds for all parts of your makeup routine.  

Apply GLOW Prep as a primer with the doe-foot wand on the high points

of your face and then blend with your finger. Mix GLOW Prep with your

foundation or apply with your blush for a lasting glow. 

The pearlescent formula provides an effortless skin radiance infused with

Squalane.

$22.00

She's Glowing That Glow



Rose Petal Dewy Face Mist
The Rose Petal Dewy Face Mist is not only gorgeous to look at but, a mist

your skin will love!! Formulated with Sodium Hyaluronate, Rosewater Extract, &

Pink Pearl Extract so your skin will feel revitalized and hydrated. Apply

before makeup to hydrate, or after makeup for a moisturizing boost of

soothing hydration and a dewy finish while setting your makeup.

$28.00

Sodium Hyaluronate - Helps to restore the skin's moisture, promoting a more
revitalized and youthful complexion. Reduces dryness and wrinkles.
Rosewater Extract - Reduces skin redness and irritation.
Pink Pearl Extract - Provides skin brightening and helps prevent pre-mature skin.

Highlighted Ingredients:



Cranberry Sugar Scrub
Formulated with cranberry seeds, this mask leaves your skin feeling soft and

smooth. It's infused with Rose centifolia flower that is anti-aging, 3-0 Ethyl

Ascorbic Acid which helps to remove dull skin to instantly glow and Vitamin

E which helps nourish and protect your skin from damage caused by free

radicals. This skin loving face mask smells like sweet cranberries and is a

scrub your skin will love.

$26.00



Complexion
Luminous Face Powder

Matte Bronzer

Crème to Powder Foundation



Luminous Face Powder
The Luminous Face Powder is an ultra luxurious, weightless powder that

gives you fresh-looking skin with a subtle glow. With its velvety finish, this

powder applies on smoothly, feels comfortable, blurs imperfections, and is

effortlessly buildable with coverage. 

$29.00

Beauty Tips:
1) Apply the Luminous Face
Powder over a moisturizer for a
quick on the go look that makes
your skin look healthy and
gorgeous. 

2) Apply the Luminous Face
powder over your foundation
as a finishing powder that gives
an airbrushed look and softens
the foundation.

Light

Fair

Neutral

Medium

Deep



Matte Bronzer
Warm up your complexion with a natural-looking tan bronzer, that delivers

instant warmth. Perfect for bronzing or sculpting, these matte bronzers are

silky-smooth and blend seamlessly.

$26.00

Beauty Tips:
1) Apply Cabo or Casablanca as a transition shade
in your crease

2) Double up and use Cabo as a contour

CaboCasablanca



Le Creme To Poudre Foundation
Natural looking skin is always a must. This velvety Poudre Foundation conceals

and leaves a silky powdery finish to the skin. The application is creamy to the

touch and applies easily, minimizing pores and blurring imperfections.

$32.00

Almond

Sand

Honey



New Love Alerts
Upcoming girlactik products launching in 2022 & 2023

FALL 2022
Matte and Shimmer Duo Blushes

WINTER 2022
Unisex Jello Lip Balm

SPRING 2023
Tinted Moisturizers



A brand everyone falls in-love with!! 


